The reliable brand!

The first choice when it comes
to shredding waste wood

Shredding solutions for economic
processing of waste wood

The 1st choice when it comes
to shredding waste wood
Reliable, robust and enduring: everything a wood
shredder should be. UNTHA is the specialist for
customised shredders that are tailor-made to fulfil the
requirements of woodworking and timber-processing
businesses.
For 50 years, UNTHA has stayed true to its principle
of being “the reliable brand“. This expertise makes
UNTHA the uncontested first choice when it comes to
shredding residual wood, for small workshops and
occasional operation as well as for large-scale players
in the timber industry. UNTHA has the right shredder
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for every application! As UNTHA has a high
percentage of in-house production directly at
the Kuchl plant, the company is in a position to
implement tailor-made solutions that reflect individual
circumstances and requirements. From planning
to project execution and commissioning with all
the required peripheral devices, UNTHA offers its
customers a one-stop-shop service.
The CE marking of all UNTHA machines guarantees
a clearly defined framework for the handover
based on EU standards, making the process easier

and reducing complexity. UNTHA products stand
out for their longevity. In fact, UNTHA is the only
manufacturer to offer a 3-year warranty on all its
wood shredders, thereby demonstrating the reliability
of its machines.

Utilise the energy that is hidden
in your waste wood
Whether it’s residual hardwood or veneers - our
reliable shredders make sure that your waste wood is
shredded efficiently and economically. They produce
homogeneous, recoverable wood chips that are ideal
for briquetting or thermal recovery.

Utilisation possibilities for residual wood

Briquetting

Silo
Shredding

Conveying*

Storing

Sale of wood
briquettes
Heat production in a
heating plant
Heat production for
heating buildings or
drying chambers

Conveying*
Burning
Bark mulch production for
garden design

Sale of bark
mulch

*) Conveying by screw conveyor, conveyor belt, drag chain conveyor, suction system, etc.
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The tried-and-tested
UNTHA cutting systems
Cut-as-you-pull

Single-shaft cutting system:
The single-shaft cutting system was developed for
efficient shredding, a long service life of the indexable
inserts and low maintenance. Together with the
high-performance power train, it ensures the reliable
shredding of residual wood, both with and without a
pusher system.

The unique shape of the indexable inserts makes for a
“cut-as-you-pull” effect, which means that the unit requires less
power and achieves a higher throughput.

Screwed-in blade holders
The screwed-in, exchangeable blade holders are
easy and quick to replace in case of damage
(for instance caused by solid metal parts).

Reusable indexable inserts
Each side has a long lifespan, making the cutting system
particularly low maintenance. The flat shape of the blade

Smooth rotor shape

ensures a higher throughput, reduces wear and tear and is not
susceptible to non-shreddables made of metal.

The smooth, full-steel rotor enables the
indexable inserts to dig deeper into the material
than a highly profiled rotor, resulting in excellent
material feed-in.

Low-wear main cutting bar
The reversible main cutting bar (from LR700)
lowers maintenance costs.
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4-shaft cutting system:
The tried-and-tested, patented 4-shaft cutting system
was developed specifically for tough challenges. The
chopping discs are unsusceptible to non-shreddables,
designed for intense, continuous operation and
particularly economical due to their long service life.

Compact design
The shredder is easy to integrate into
existing plants.

Individually adaptable
The cutting system may be customised to
suit the input material.

Slow-running cutting system
The cutting system is particularly resistant towards metal
non-shreddables and stands out for its low dust and
noise production.

Highly economical
The cutting system has a service life of several
thousand hours.
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The optimal solution for
every application

There are several shredding systems available,
depending on the application, the volume of waste
wood and the installation conditions.

Single-shaft shredding system
without pusher system
Thanks to the specially developed hopper and cutting
chamber geometry, the material is pulled in independently
by the rotor and shredded against the cutting bar and the
perforated screen.

Single-shaft shredding system
with horizontal pusher
During the shredding process, the hydraulically operated,
horizontal pusher pushes the material against the rotor,
which is fitted with exchangeable indexable inserts (loaddependent). The rotor shreds the material against the
cutting bars and the perforated screen.

Single-shaft shredding system with
swivelling pusher
During the shredding process, the hydraulically operated
swivelling pusher pushes the material against the rotor
which is fitted with exchangeable indexable inserts (loaddependent). The rotor shreds the material against the
cutting bars and the perforated screen.

4-shaft shredding system
The material to be shredded is pre- and post-shredded
in a single step after being fed into the cutting system
(main cutting system).
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Product overview and
areas of use

Lr520
Single-shaft shredding system

Small wood-processing operations
» hard and soft wood, OSB, chipboard
panels, MDF board, veneers

COMPACT AND RELIABLE

Lr700
Single-shaft shredding system

Lr630
Single-shaft shredding system

For carpentry workshops
» hard and soft wood, OSB, chipboard
panels, MDF board, veneers

SMALL PRICE, BIG PERFORMANCE

For carpentry shops and joiners
» hard and soft wood, OSB, chipboard
panels, MDF board, veneers, cap pieces

COMPACT AND SUITABLE FOR
UNIVERSAL USE

rS30/rS40
4-shaft shredding system

For the woodworking and timberprocessing industry
» predominantly solid wood pieces from
the production line

Lr1000/Lr1400
Single-shaft shredding system
For the woodworking and timberprocessing industry
» hard and soft wood, OSB, chipboard
panels, MDF board, veneers, cap pieces,
pallets

For sawmills
» cap pieces of 0.9 – 1.3 m in length

HIGH PERFORMANCE FOR HIGH
THROUGHPUTS

For sawmills
» predominantly coniferous wood bark

MANY YEARS OF RELIABILITY
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Lr520
Single-shaft shredding system

Powerful technology, combined with the tried-andtested UNTHA quality standards, make the LR520 not
just the most reliable wood shredder in its class, but
also one of the most affordable.
The LR520 is a single-shaft shredder that was
developed especially for small wood-processing
operations. Thanks to its unique, pusher-free
construction, it requires very little space and is
extremely low-maintenance.
The powerful drive concept, combined with the triedand-tested UNTHA cutting system, ensures a highly
reliable shredding process. The LR520 effortlessly
shreds all kinds of residual wood, panels and long
splinters. The homogeneous final product is extremely
well suited for use in a wood-chip heating system or
for manufacturing wood briquettes.
A low rated capacity and automatic shut-off in case
of idling considerably reduce energy costs.

Areas of application
» Hard and soft wood
» OSB
» Chipboard panels
» MDF panels
» Veneers
» etc.
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1810

516

760

1610

830

915 ±50

1060

TECHNICAL DATA

LR520

Rated capacity

kW

1 x 11

Ø Rotor

mm

248

Rotor speed

rpm

85

Number of indexable inserts

pcs.

14

Feed opening

mm

516 x 830

Ø Suction nozzles

mm

160

Required suction speed

m/s

22

kg

approx. 650

dB (A)

82

mm

12 - 30

srm/h

Up to 1

Weight
Workspace-specific sound pressure level LPA 1m
Ø Perforated screen
Throughput rates*
*) Dependent on type of material and diameter of perforated screen
All dimensions in mm
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Your benefits at a glance

Reliable, cost-effective cutting system
The large rotor diameter (248 mm) and screen surface ensure a high throughput.
The screwed-in, exchangeable blade holders are easy and quick to replace in case of damage
(for instance caused by solid metal parts). The precise cutting gap between the cutting bar and
the indexable inserts makes the shredding process particularly efficient.

Unique geometry of the indexable inserts
The reusable indexable inserts have a long service life. Their unique cutting geometry ensures a “cut-as-you-pull”
effect that makes for particularly effective shredding even of wet wood.
The positive connection between the indexable insert and the blade holders prevents the fastening bolt from becoming
deformed. It is easy to loosen and remove even after many hours of operation.

Low-wear perforated screen
Depending on the requirements, a range of screens ensure the production of pre-defined wood
chips. The shredded material is then removed via a suction mechanism or a screw conveyor.
The special design of the perforated screen provides a particularly homogeneous final product that
is ideal for briquetting or use in a wood-chip heating system.
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Pusher-free design

Options

The pusher-free design (hopper and cutting system) makes this unit highly

Mechanical extras

compact and space-saving (footprint of < 1 m²). The shredder is also

» Screw conveyor

particularly low in maintenance.

Electrical extras
» Control system upgrade
(light barrier)

Unique warranty
As a proof of our excellent product quality, we are happy to offer you a 3-year
warranty*. Many renowned companies already put their trust in our quality standards.
*3 years or 2000 hours, depending on which value is reached first.

3

YEARS
êêê

» Integration of peripheral devices
into the control system
» Suction mechanism activation
» Automatic start

Accessories
» Customer-specific undercarriages
» Range of discharge feed systems
(conveyor belts, etc.)
» Range of metal separation units

Service

Energy-efficient, failure-free drive concept
The tried-and-tested belt drive and elastomer damper absorb shocks and vibrations and

» UNTHA Carefree Packages (Basic,
Standard, Professional): Ensure that
machines are technically sound and
ready for use at all times.

ensure the smooth running of the machine. The automatic reverse function, detection of
non-shreddables and shut-off function protect the drive unit. The automatic shut-off function
shuts down the machine when idling, further lowering energy costs.

Symbolic image LR520
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Lr630
Single-shaft shredding system

The LR630 is an absolute classic among single-shaft
shredders, offering a robust design and excellent
value for money. It is mostly used by carpentry and
joinery workshops that have small to medium-sized
volumes of residual wood.
The high-performance drive concept, a powerful
horizontal pusher and the tried-and-tested UNTHA
cutting system make for a highly reliable shredding
process. The homogeneous final product is extremely
well suited for use in a wood-chip heating system or
for manufacturing wood briquettes.
A low rated capacity and automatic shut-off in case
of idling considerably reduce energy costs.

Areas of application
» Hard and soft wood
» OSB
» Chipboard panels
» MDF panels
» Veneers
» etc.
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624

774

1670

792

1740

1220

LR630

TECHNICAL DATA
Rated capacity

kW

11/15/18.5

Rated capacity of the hydraulic system

kW

0.75

Ø Rotor

mm

248

Rotor speed

rpm

85 - 98

Number of indexable inserts

pcs.
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Feed opening

mm

624 x 792

Ø Suction nozzles

mm

160

Required suction speed

m/s

28

kg

approx. 1,300

dB (A)

82

mm

15 - 30

srm/h

Up to 2

Weight
Workspace-specific sound pressure level LPA 1m
Ø perforated screen
Throughput rates*
*) Dependent on type of material and diameter of perforated screen
All dimensions in mm
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Your benefits at a glance

Reliable, cost-effective cutting system
The large rotor diameter (248 mm) and screen surface ensure a high throughput.
The screw-in, exchangeable blade holders are easy and quick to replace in case of damage
(for instance caused by solid metal parts). The precise cutting gap between the cutting bar
and the indexable inserts makes the shredding process particularly efficient.

Unique geometry of the indexable inserts
The reusable indexable inserts have a long service life. Their unique cutting geometry ensures a
“cut-as-you-pull” effect that makes for particularly effective shredding even of wet wood.
The positive connection between the indexable insert and the blade holders prevents the fastening bolt from
becoming deformed. It is easy to loosen and remove even after many hours of operation.

Low-wear perforated screen
Depending on the requirements, a range of screens ensure the production of pre-defined wood
chips. The shredded material is then removed via a suction mechanism or a screw conveyor.
The special design of the perforated screen provides a particularly homogeneous final product
without excess lengths that is ideal for briquetting or use in a wood-chip heating system.
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Unique warranty
As a proof of our excellent product quality, we are happy to offer you a 3-year
warranty*. Many renowned companies already put their trust in our quality
standards.

3

YEARS
êêê

*3 years or 2000 hours, depending on which value is reached first.

Options
Mechanical extras
» Screw conveyor

Powerful pusher system
The powerful horizontal pusher pushes the residual wood against the rotor
(load-dependent), ensuring a constant material feed. The hydraulic power unit
is safely integrated in the machine frame and yet easily accessible.

Electrical extras
» Control system upgrade
(light barrier)
» Integration of peripheral devices
into the control system
» Suction mechanism activation
» Automatic start

Accessories
» Customer-specific undercarriages
» Range of discharge feed systems
(conveyor belts, …)
» Range of metal separation units

Energy-efficient, failure-free drive concept
The tried-and-tested belt drive and elastomer damper absorb
shocks and vibrations and ensure the smooth running of
the machine. The automatic reverse function, detection of
non-shreddables and shut-off function protect the drive unit. The

Service
» UNTHA Carefree Packages (Basic,
Standard, Professional): Ensure that
machines are technically sound and
ready for use at all times

automatic shut-off function shuts down the machine when idling,
further lowering energy costs.

Symbolic image LR630
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Lr700
Single-shaft shredding system

The LR700 is a single-shaft shredder that was
designed for a broad range of applications.
Customers appreciate its compact design and
universal application opportunities. The tried-andtested UNTHA cutting system and the powerful, wearfree swivelling pusher ensure the reliable shredding
of different types and volumes of wood.
The robust machine frame and high-grade
components have a particular long service life.
Thanks to the compact design, the machine only has
a small footprint.
The powerful drive system and the high speed of the
pusher ensure a high throughput. The homogeneous
final product is extremely well suited for use in a
wood-chip heating system or for manufacturing
wood briquettes.

Areas of application
» Hard and soft wood
» OSB
» Chipboard panels
» MDF panels
» Veneers
» Cap pieces
» etc.
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1.306
700

1712

1630

1065

TECHNICAL DATA

LR700

Rated capacity

kW

18.5/22

Rated capacity of the hydraulic system

kW

1.1

Ø Rotor

mm

300

Rotor speed

rpm

98

Number of indexable inserts

pcs.

19

Feed opening

mm

700 x 1,065

Ø Suction nozzles

mm

200

Required suction speed

m/s

28

Recommended pipe cross section

mm

200

kg

approx. 1,800

dB (A)

82

mm

15 - 40

srm/h

Up to 6

Weight
Workspace-specific sound pressure level LPA 1m
Ø perforated screen
Throughput rates*
*) Dependent on type of material and diameter of perforated screen		
All dimensions in mm
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Your benefits at a glance

Reliable, cost-effective cutting system
The large rotor diameter (300 mm) and screen surface and the use of a secondary
cutting bar all ensure a high throughput.
The screw-in, exchangeable blade holders are easy and quick to replace in case of
damage (for instance caused by solid metal parts). The precise cutting gap between
the main/secondary cutting bar and the indexable inserts makes the shredding process
particularly efficient. The main cutting bar is reversible and easy to exchange.

Unique geometry of the indexable inserts
The reusable indexable inserts have a long service life. Their unique cutting geometry ensures a “cut-as-you-pull”
effect that makes for particularly effective shredding even of wet wood.
The positive connection between the indexable insert and the blade holders prevents the fastening bolt from
becoming deformed. It is easy to loosen and remove even after many hours of operation.

Low-wear perforated screen
Depending on the requirements, a range of screens ensure the production of a pre-defined
granulate. The shredded material is then removed via a suction mechanism or a screw
conveyor.
The special design of the perforated screen provides a particularly homogeneous final
product that is ideal for briquetting or use in a wood-chip heating system.
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Powerful, low-wear swivelling pusher
The powerful horizontal swivelling pusher pushes the residual wood
against the rotor (load-dependent), ensuring a continuous material
feed. Two pull-along hydraulic cylinders ensure a smooth and even
feed-in for the swivelling pusher. The pusher guides are maintenance-

Options

free and not subject to any wear. The standard use of a fast hydraulic
system results in a high throughput.

Mechanical extras

The hydraulic power unit is safely integrated in the machine frame/

» Second row of blade along the rotor
for even higher throughputs

housing and yet easily accessible. Thanks to the compact design, the

» Profiled pusher floor for processing
thin material

machine only has a small footprint.

Unique warranty
As a proof of our excellent product quality, we are happy to offer you a
3-year warranty*. Many renowned companies already put their trust in
our quality standards.
*3 years or 2000 hours, depending on which value is reached first.

3

YEARS
êêê

» Material removal via screw conveyor

Electrical extras
» Control system upgrade (light barrier,
superordinate control system, BUS
system, etc.)
» Integration of peripheral devices into
the control system
» Suction mechanism activation
» Automatic start

Accessories
» Customer-specific undercarriages
» Range of discharge feed systems
(conveyor belts, etc.)

Energy-efficient, failure-free drive concept
The tried-and-tested belt drive and elastomer damper absorb shocks
and vibrations and ensure the smooth running of the machine. The
automatic reverse function, detection of non-shreddables and shutoff function protect the drive unit. The automatic shut-off function
shuts down the machine when idling, further lowering energy costs.

» Range of metal separation units

Service
» UNTHA Carefree Packages (Basic,
Standard, Professional): Ensure that
machines are technically sound and
ready for use at all times

Symbolic image LR700
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Lr1000/1400
Single-shaft shredding system

The LR1000/LR1400 stand out for their high levels
of reliability and performance. Probably the bestknown representatives of the LR series, they are the
first choice when it comes to demanding applications
that require high throughputs.
Due to their high level of reliability, they are used
by joiners, in sawmills and the timber-processing
industry where large quantities of residual wood
are produced. The homogeneous final product is
extremely well suited for use in wood-chip heating
systems or for manufacturing wood briquettes.

Areas of application
» Hard and soft wood
» OSB
» Chipboard panels
» MDF panels
» Veneers
» Cap pieces
» Pallets
» etc.
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B
B1

T

MACHINE TYPE
DIMENSIONS

LR1000

LR1400

B (mm)

1.630/2.010

2.030/2.406

B1 (mm)

1.000

1.400

H (mm)

1.630

1.645

T (mm)

1.704

1.704

T1 (mm)

1.050

1.050

H

T1

TECHNICAL DATA

LR1000

LR1400

Rated capacity

kW

22/30/2 x 18.5

30/2 x 22/2 x 30

Rated capacity of the hydraulic system

kW

1.1/1.1/1.5

1.5/1.5/1.5

Rated capacity of the screw conveyor

kW

0.55

0.55

Ø Rotor

mm

300

300

Rotor speed

rpm

98

98

Number of indexable inserts

pcs

27/54

38/76/114

Feed opening

mm

1,000 x 1,050/1,6001)

1,400 x 1,050/1,6001)

Ø Screw conveyor

mm

200

200

Ø Suction nozzles

mm

250

250

Required suction speed

m/s

28

28

Recommended pipe cross section

mm

250

250

kg

2,400 - 2,700

2,800 - 3,500

dB (A)

approx. 82

approx. 82

mm

15 - 40

15 - 40

srm/h

Up to 8

Up to 10

Weight
Workspace-specific sound pressure level LPA 1m
Ø perforated screen
Throughput rates*
*) Dependent on type of material and diameter of perforated screen
1)
With 45° machine frame

All dimensions in mm
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Your benefits at a glance

Robust and compact design
The robust machine frame and high-grade components have a particular long
service life. Thanks to the compact design, the machine only has a small footprint.

Reliable, cost-effective cutting system
The large rotor diameter (300 mm) and screen surface and the use
of a secondary cutting bar all ensure a high throughput.
The screw-in, exchangeable blade holders are easy and quick to replace in case of
damage (for instance caused by solid metal parts). The precise cutting gap between
the main/secondary cutting bar and the indexable inserts makes the shredding process
particularly efficient. The main cutting bar is reversible and easy to exchange.

Unique geometry of the indexable inserts
The reusable indexable inserts have a long service life. Their unique cutting geometry ensures a
“cut-as-you-pull” effect that makes for particularly effective shredding even of wet wood.
The positive connection between the indexable insert and the blade holders prevents the fastening bolt
from becoming deformed. It is easy to loosen and remove even after many hours of operation.

Low-wear perforated screen
Depending on the requirements, a range of screens ensure the production of a defined granulate.
The shredded material is then removed via a suction mechanism or a screw conveyor.
The special design of the perforated screen provides a particularly homogeneous final product that
is ideal for briquetting or use in a wood-chip heating system.

Powerful material discharge system
The screw conveyor is integrated as standard and removes material reliably and speedily.
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Powerful, low-wear swivelling pusher
The powerful, low-wear swivelling pusher pushes the residual wood against the rotor (loaddependent), ensuring a continuous material feed. Two pull-along hydraulic cylinders ensure a
smooth and even feed-in for the swivelling pusher. The pusher guides are maintenance-free
and not subject to any wear. The standard use of a fast hydraulic system
results in a high throughput.

Options

The hydraulic power unit is safely integrated in the machine frame/
housing and yet easily accessible. Thanks to the compact design, the

Mechanical extras

machine only has a small footprint.

Unique warranty
As a proof of our excellent product quality, we are happy to offer you a
3-year warranty*. Many renowned companies already put their trust in
our quality standards.
*3 years or 2000 hours, depending on which value is reached first.

Energy-efficient, failure-free drive concept
The tried-and-tested belt drive and elastomer damper
absorb shocks and vibrations and ensure the smooth
running of the machine. The automatic reverse function,
detection of non-shreddables and shut-off function protect
the drive unit. The automatic shut-off function shuts down
the machine when idling, further lowering energy costs.

3

YEARS
êêê

» 45° machine housing for a
higher filling volume
» Second row of blades along the rotor
for even higher throughputs
» Profiled pusher floor for
processing thin material
» Pallet swivelling pusher

Electrical extras
» Control system upgrade (light
barrier, superordinate control
system, BUS system, etc.)
» Integration of peripheral devices
into the control system
» Suction mechanism activation
» Automatic start

Accessories
» Customer-specific undercarriages
» Range of discharge feed systems
(conveyor belts, etc.)
» Range of metal separation units

Service
» UNTHA Carefree Packages (Basic,
Standard, Professional): Ensure that
machines are technically sound and
ready for use at all times

Symbolic image LR1000
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RS30/40
4-shaft shredding system

The highly reliable RS30 and RS40 shredders are
used in the woodworking and timber-processing
industry. They stand out for their high availability and
productivity.
The 4-shaft cutting system may be adapted to the
input material and is particularly well suited for
processing bark, wet wood, cardboard and residual
wood with metal inclusions.
Thanks to their compact design, the 4-shaft shredders
are suitable for the decentralised recycling of wood
pieces directly next to the production machines. The
RS units have a particularly sturdy design that is meant
for permanent operation. The low maintenance
requirements and high operational performance
result in particularly low operating costs.

Areas of application
» Solid wood (long parts, splinters)
» Veneers
» Cardboard/paper (mixed with wood)
» Bark
» etc.
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W

D

*

H

H1

W

D

D2

RS30/2 x 5,5 kW

1.250

1.900

820

1.000

1.280

1.090

RS30/2 x 7,5 kW

1.300

1.900

820

1.000

1.280

1.090

RS30/2 x 11 kW

1.340

1.900

820

1.000

1.280

1.090

RS40/2 x 15 kW

1.530

1.990

880

1.045

1.415

1.190

RS40/2 x 15 kW | 2 x 18,5 kW

1.800

1.990

880

1.315

1.415

1.190

RS40/2 x 18,5 kW

2.010

1.990

880

1.525

1.415

1.190

H1

L

Filling level = 1670

MACHINE TYPE
DIMENSIONS

H

*

All dimensions in mm CW - cutting unit width
*Sample image (hopper and undercarriage are
not included in the standard scope of delivery)

L

D2

RS30

TECHNICAL DATA

RS40

Rated capacity

kW

2 x 5.5/2 x 7.5/2 x 11

2 x 15/2 x 18,5

Cutter clearance

mm

450 x 560

480/750/960 x 700

4

4

Number of shafts
Speed of the main shaft

rpm

approx. 23

approx. 24

Speed of the secondary shaft

rpm

approx. 34

approx. 32

Ø perforated screen

mm

15 - 40

15 - 40

kg

approx. 1,100

approx. 1,700/2,100/2,400

sound pressure level LPA 1m

dB (A)

approx. 80

approx. 80

Throughput* Perforated screen Ø 15 - 25 mm

srm/h

Up to 3

Up to 7

Weight

*) Dependent on type of material and diameter of perforated screen
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Your benefits at a glance

Economical cutting system
The material is pulled in by the cutting system, eliminating the need for a pusher. The slow-running
cutting system keeps noise and dust levels low. The 4-shaft cutting system has a service life of several
thousand hours and is highly resilient towards non-shreddables.

Robust and compact design
High-grade components and a unique cast iron frame ensure a long service life and make this shredder one of the
most robust models in its class. Thanks to its compact design, the unit requires little space and is easy to integrate
into existing plants.

Defined fraction size
Depending on the requirements, a range of screens ensure the production of pre-defined
wood chips. Thanks to chip breakers, the wood chips are particularly homogeneous and
precisely adapted to the downstream processing step (briquetting, wood-chip heating system).
The large screen area achieves high throughput rates.
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Unique warranty
As a proof of our excellent product quality, we are happy to offer you a
3-year warranty*. Many renowned companies already put their trust in
our quality standards.

3

YEARS
êêê

Options
Mechanical extras
» Customer-specific chopping discs
available upon request
» Automatic central lubrication
» Reinforced perforated screen

*3 years or 2000 hours, depending on which value is reached first.

Electrical extras

Electronic protection systems
The automatic detection of non-shreddables with shut-off function and the automatic reverse
function in case of motor overload protect the drive unit against damage. The automatic shut-off
function shuts down the machine when idling, further lowering energy costs.

» Control system upgrade (light
barrier, superordinate control
system, BUS system, etc.)
» Integration of peripheral devices
into the control system
» Suction mechanism activation
» Automatic start

Accessories
» Suction hoods (suction is
possible on four sides)

Reliable drive system

» Customer-specific feed hoppers
and undercarriages

Reduced start-up current and power peaks thanks to staggered start-up

» Range of discharge feed systems
(conveyor belts, screw conveyors , etc.)

of the two motors and low-maintenance, resilient gears that run in an oil

» Range of metal separation units

bath ensure a high torque for the chopping discs.
The straightforward design makes this unit highly fault-resistant and
keeps maintenance levels to a minimum.

Services
» UNTHA Carefree Packages (Basic,
Standard, Professional): Ensure that
machines are technically sound and
ready for use at all times

Symbolic image RS30
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The best testimonials worldwide

Numerous satisfied customers from the woodworking
and timber-processing industry already place their
trust in our competent solutions.
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maxime ipiste volum nonesti sciliam quis et venimus
ulpario omniene vel et vid exceatur, ut occabore volest, ut molupta ssinuscienti utenditat quia plamet
plias maio volum eturessitat.

Lorem Ipsum
Excepero volorernam, ommod entur sequo omnis
endandi dolorrovitas nulloriamet alit aut accullaut
ium nos verum eumquistrum et laut exerrum facia
dolenis et odistius es que net denist magnimagnis
ma siminve lessiti stemporis resciae. Tur alibus estiae eaqui dollore odit pa sundio. Fugit velicte moluptatis que rerio esto consequo quas enemporia a
naturitis dolorernat dusa sim ipiti con consequiaes ut
qui doluptis non rerupitatur sa conetur aceaqui vidis
ipsusae pedisquo magnam ut unti num, consed quas
autempo rerferi onsequi as non cuptius porporp orporen ihilla ducium vitione la venis que nullessum
adi ad eatur mod que ne sit, omniendior reperaecest, quiduntotate vendaepudam sed ut quatem as
enihictores molo beatur molor accum atior sunte con
poreped icipsam aut repedis utation res sinture illup-

tam quo eatem conseribus maximus estrum fugit eos
prectes nonsequ iaerehe nimolum est et ape voluptatiis alit hiciendaes etusciu sandae volorum voluption
consedictur rem qui conserum et re nis voluptur sum
iusaper itatquidiste nonsecu sdaeprovit, quate con
rerro in eos quate demqui ullibus aut officat.
Luptae consere vellam delest vendelis quo et fuga.
Bor andis voluptus es nusapit issequis prae. Et faccus
moluptatus, comnihi tiorecto corem faccumquia soluptur ad ut velia quam aut ommosanturia sedit aut
harionsequi to voluptate occupta delic te dis coritatis
alitas enis sequi doloria dunt la consequo volore odipici isquuntur?

Lorem Ipsum
Qui cumquam, simus dit, ut quo ommo berest, quo
dero blabo. Ut rernam fuga. Itatem et exceriaestia
dissinv eriorem eaquam, utem volest faccupt atincimusam, nis perit et que consequodit, comni que re,
con eos apidit, comnihic tem eatur alibus sint.
Min nihitia cus et estinve litam, offici re con porro que
liquo erita porro occatisto volore ne es mollorporit,
unt, sitiumqui que plabo. Officiis sandi omnistrum
faccumquia sundigento quae sit que nectaquiscid
maxim et lignimus ium rerovidion parcium consequ
aepelescium a conet veribus int perro que ius.
Udam fugitiis nonse quidunda cum sed eum hit velitate vendelibus ut que exereprerum explibusa sim
sit, nat re ius rae sequodionem ilibus pos ab ideliquid magnimp osanis maximusam res sincipsa voluptatem ut et quis as nonse nobis eum et, omnisse
cerovid quia ipsam vendissus. Rio te veliquiscid qui
adionet harum que que imus estium everi qui vole-

cae peribusda volest velestiis denderum dusapientio
ellaut qui destem dessi re saerfer umquaes el ius audipiciunt.

Lorem Ipsum
Ucim num simenda aliquis saeperehenis mi, sin et
odianis nonsenda eturis reprae pel excerfe rnatusam
et ea arionse antem. At mo eos modia que rerumqui veniam apicabo. Me corestotatem aut et audaes
iumque lab in nonseque inveles sequi ut eos rerciis
molorrorit am, cuptam, que magnatiamusa sequiae
ctotam faccabor mo quo eat ex et excerunt optat.
Eliam aut quo te serum evendit volorro videst eriam,
solum ipsandi destion sequias earum aut mossit maximpo rrorit quiatur? Ro ex eat.

Lorem Ipsum
Eveniti berferro que perioreribus deligenem volupta
epereperovit quasped magnatio ius il eicilli busaped
mo idesti conse ium restius am earis maio et ra dit aut
odictatem a pa volestio voloria ditis aliquam sequi sin
num et quide pra voluptaturem non comnimi, con
nobitempor rerferc illaudi quation cum iuntiossum
repello mossedi as maximol oreptat volorisincia doluptat ipiet venis untius, conseque vento tet as di con
nusdae idel estisti onsequaspe ra aliqui dolorem ni
que quam, cum re siti inctia quasit quid mil esciditem
qui di si omnimus qui blatis accatio reperati dolum,
core con coreium faciet doluptatiur aboris maximolore custiatum es se ventecest, con nonestisqui si doluptatur molesse ce
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Reliability throughout the
lifetime of your unit

UNTHA Service
Competence Center
UNTHA shredders are in operation all over the world
and appreciated for their longevity and reliability.
And if there is an unplanned machine shutdown or
unexpected challenges occur, our service experts are
quick to help.
With the UNTHA Service Competence Center, we
assist you throughout the entire product lifecycle
and offer you comprehensive service products
to maximise the availability of your machine.
From regular maintenance and the provision of
replacement and wear parts to our individual
Carefree Packages, we ensure that UNTHA machines
are ready for use at all times and do what they were
built for: the reliable shredding of material.
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To ensure that your inquiry is dealt with swiftly, please
have the following information ready:
» Manufacturing number
» Machine type
» Operating hours
» Serial number of components and parts
(where applicable)
» Year of manufacture

Main Headline Zweizeilig
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UNTHA shredding technology GmbH
Kellau 141
5431 Kuchl | Österreich
Tel.: +43 6244 7016 0
Fax: +43 6244 7016 1
info@untha.com
www.untha.com

5 reasons to choose UNTHA

Customised, long-lasting shredding
solutions

ê
ê

Premium quality products and services

All-encompassing expertise, from
development to production, under one
roof

Reliable customer service with the best
technical know-how

More than 10,000 satisfied reference
customers worldwide

Authorised UNTHA sales partner

We deliver what we promise
Since our founding in 1970, we‘ve followed our promise of
being “the reliable brand”, which applies to every product
and service that UNTHA delivers.
We work hard to consistently outperform our competitors,
and provide customers with the confidence that – in
choosing UNTHA – they have made the best decision for
their business.
All revisions reserved. Subject to setting and printing errors.
All illustrations are representative and may deviate from the actual product.
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